Abstract. An improved and general approach to connected-component labeling of images is presented. The algorithm presented in this paper processes images in predeterttuned order, which means that the processing order depends only on the image representation scheme and not on specific properties of the image. The algorithm handles a wide variety of image representation schemes (rasters, run lengths, quadtrees, bintrees, etc.). How to adapt the standard UNION-FIND algorithm to permit reuse of tempora~labels is shown. This is done using a technique called age balancing, in which, when two labels are merged, the older label becomes the father of the younger label. This technique can be made to coexist with the more conventional rule of wetghf balancing, in which the label with more descendants becomes the father of the label with fewer descendants. Various image scanning orders are examined and classified. It is also shown that when the algorithm is specialized to a pixel array scanned in raster order, the total processing time is linear in the number of pixels. The linear-time processing time follows from a special property of the UNION-FINDalgorithm, which maybe of independent interest. This property states that under certain restrictions on the input, UNION-FINDruns in time linear in the number of FIND and UNIONoperations. Under these restrictions, linear-time performance can be achieved without resorting to the more complicated Gabow-Tarj an algorithm for disjoint set union.
Introduction
Connected-component labeling [10] is a fundamental task common to virtually all image processing applications in two and three dimensions. For a binary image, represented as an array of d-dimensional pixels or image elements, connected component labeling is the process of assigning labels to the BLACK Prior to publication of this paper, Dr. Markku Tamminen passed away. At the time this research was conducted, Dr. Tamminen was associated with the Laboratory for Information Processingimage elements in such a way that adjacent BLACK image elements are assigned the same label [8, 10] . Here, "adjacent" may mean 4-adjacent or 8-adjacent [9] .
Connected-component labeling can be characterized [7] as a transformation of a binary input image, B, into a symbolic image, S, such that (1) All image elements that have value WHITE will remain so in S; and, (2) Every maximal connected subset of BLACK image elements in~is labeled by a distinct positive integer in S.
This definition
can be extended to other representations of images (e.g., quadtrees, octrees, and bintrees ) [11, 12] in an obvious way. In these representations, the image elements are the portions of the image corresponding to leaf nodes. Throughout this paper we assume that in all representations considered, image elements correspond to rectangular areas of the image, and the length and width of each image element is an integral multiple of the length of a pixel. A binary image defines a graph, in which the nodes are the BLACK image elements and the edges correspond to pairs of adjacent BLACK image elements. If the image fits in memory, and if the representation of the image does not constrain the order in which edges may be visited, then the components of the image may be efficiently labeled using a depth-first component-labeling strategy [5] . However, in some image representation schemes,this strategy may not be appropriate.
For example, in large pixel arrays stored in raster order, or in pointerless quadtree representations [18] , random access into the image can produce large numbers of page faults, so it is preferable to process the image in sequential order.
In this paper, we address the problem of labeling the components of an image that is to be processed in a predetermined order-that is, in an order that is determined by the image representation scheme rather than by the specific characteristics of the image.
A typical implementation of predetermined-order component labeling consists of two passes. In the first pass, each pair of adjacent BLACK image elements is examined in succession, and a set of equivalence classes is maintained. Each BLACK image element is initially assigned a temporary label, and the temporary label is placed in its own equivalence class. For each pair of adjacent BLACK image elements, the equivalence classes containing the temporary labels assigned to the two image elements are merged. When the first pass is complete, the equivalence classes correspond to components (i.e., two image elements belong to the same component if and only if their temporary labels are in the same equivalence class). In the second pass, each equivalence class is assigned a unique permanent label, and each image element is assigned the label of the equivalence class to which its temporary label belongs. In both passes, the process of keeping track of the equivalence classes is facilitated by the use of a disjoint set-union algorithm. Although several such algorithms are known, the UNION-FIND algorithm [1] is the simplest and the most commonly used. This algorithm maintains each set as a tree, and uses path compression and weight balancing to yield almost linear behavior. (1) MAKESET(A) creates a new set containing the single element A.
(2) FIND(A) finds the root of the tree that contains the element A.
(3) TJNION(A, B) combines the two sets whose roots are at A and 11 by making one of the root elements the father of the other. The root of the combined tree is sometimes called the szmiuor.
The UNION-FIND algorithm can be made to run quite fast provided two optimizations are performed:
Path-compression. On each FIND(A) operation, all nodes encountered along the path from A to the root of the tree containing A (including A, but not 1Throughout this paper, raster scanning order means that the rows are processed from top to bottom and. within each row. pixels are processed from left to right. Figure  1 ). Define the depth of the root node in a tree to be O, and the depth of a nonroot node to be onc more than the depth of its father. These three subsets are illustrated in Figure 2 for a raster scanning order. Each image element has associate with it a label (this is a temporary label in the first pass and a permanent label in the second pass). Two labels are equiL alent if two image elements associated with those labels are known to be in the same component because of adjacency information that has already been processed. We refer to labels that are associated with at least one active image element (or equivalent to such a label) as aliLe (or lile ), and we say that a label associated only with inactive image elements is dead. Only active image elements can cause distinct components to subsequent merge. Thus, a dead label will never be referenced again (on the current pass over the image), and storage used to represent a dead label can be recycled and subsequently reused. The algorithm that we present in the next section is based on exploiting this observation.
1The methods of this paper can also be adapted to X-adjacency, in which each image element has neighbors m 3d -1 directions. 2N -3 as shown in Figure 4 (b), while two convex bends reduce the maximum number of active image elements to 2 N -4 as shown in Figure 4 (c).
I-4
The proof of (b) is a simple inductive argument. u that if "admissible" is replaced by "weakly admissible" in Proposition 3.l(a), the bound can be as high as 4N -7 (the case N = 8 is illustrated). We conjecture that this is indeed the upper bound.
A General Algorithm for Comzected-Component Labeling
It should be clear from the discussion (1) the label is no longer associated with any active image elements (NACTIVE( T ) = O), and (2) the surrogate record is not referenced by the surrogate record of a younger temporary label (COUNT(S) = O).
For example, consider the quadtree given in Figure  7 . All WHITE areas are marked with numbers with the order reflecting the time at which they were visited using a NW, NE, SW, SE scanning order, which is admissible.
BLACK areas are marked with letters, some of which correspond to the temporary labels that they are assigned as the first pass is executed. Four temporary labels are needed-A, B, C, and D with A the oldest and D the youngest. The cell marked with W causes B and C to be merged with B being retained.
The cell marked with X causes A and B to be merged with A being retained. At the time that the cell marked with Y is processed, four temporary labels are in use. Processing Y causes path compression so that FATHER(SURG(C)) is set to point to SURG(A). However, at this time there are no active image elements whose As an example, consider the 7 X 5 image in Figure 9( pixels, respectively. The output of Pass 1 is shown in Figure  9 (b), where the records of type EQUIVALENCE have been placed in the cell associated with the pixel which triggered its output. The final output is shown in Figure 9( Recall that in Pass 1, when several temporary labels are merged, the oldest of the labels is kept. This strategy, which is called age bala~zci}zg, is supported by the use of the STAMP field in the temporary label. In Pass 2, a permanent label is assigned to each BLACK image element as it is encountered. This is done by first performing a FIND on the image element's temporazy label, say Ll, to find the temporazy label L2 that is the root of the tree to which L1
belongs. The image element is then assigned the permanent label LABEL(LZ). L~was the first (and hence, by age-balancing, the last) temporary label to be associated with C during Pass 1. This means that the last record pertaining to C that was written during Pass 1 was (' EQUIV-ALENCE', LQ, Q ). Moreover, a record of this type is written for each component.
Hence, the first record pertaining to component C to be processed in Pass 2 was the record ('EQUIVALENCE', Lz,0 ), so Lz is the temporary label with the correct LABEL field. This proves (a). is REMOVE-ACTIVE-TEMP.
-LABELS, and it is not hard to show that the total time required by all calls to REMOVE-AC-
TIVE_TEMP-LABELS is O(E).
This last statement follows from two easily verified facts: (1) the total number of calls to REMOVE-ACTIVE-TEMP -LABELS in all of Pass 1 is at most 2E (at most 13 if the scanning order is admissible), ET AL. and (2) It follows from the preceding paragraphs that the worst-case time-complexity is 0(1 + Ea ( E )). For almost any representation of an image, and certainly for all the ones considered here (hint rees, quadtrees, arrays, etc.), E = 0(1), so the worst-case time-complexity reduces to 0( Ia ( 1) Second, there is no need to have an NBORDERS counter associated with an active pixel. This is because, once an image element's eastern neighbor has been processed, only one active border element remains (the southern side), and when this border element ceases to be active, so does the pixel. Let Q be the oldest pixel labeled with L (i.e., the first pixel to receive this label in the current incarnation of the label L). Suppose that X and Y are two active pixels labeled with descendants of M, one on either side of P, as illustrated in Figure 10 . There are disjoint 4-connected paths np~and HXY, each consisting of black pixels that have already been processed, connecting X to Y and P to Q, respectively. It follows that II,YY must contain some pixel above Q. But then the temporary label 114 is older than L, which is a contradiction. u PROPOSITION 7.2. Pass 1 requires at most 5B links to be accessed, where B is the number of black pixels processed.
PROOF.
Each BLACK pixel induces one call to UNION and one call to FIND.
The key to the proof is establishing that Lemma 2.1 applies. We first establish the following claim.
Claim 1. Suppose that when a pixel P is processed, with pixel V immediately above P and TLABEL( V) = A k, the call FIND(TLABEL( v)) causes the chain A~,.. ., AO to be collapsed due to path compression. Then, all active pixels labeled with A,, 1 s j < k, are to the right of V.
Suppose the claim is false, and let m be the smallest value of j for which it is false. Then there is some pixel Q to the left of P such that Q is active and labeled with A,. when P is processed. Let R be the pixel that caused the temporary label Am to be merged with Am_~. R must be to the right of Q (since otherwise Q would not be labeled with Am) and to the left of P (since by the time P is encountered, Am, _~is a descendant of AO ). Let L and T be, respectively, the pixels to the left of and above R. Then R, L, and T must be BLACK, and R must be labeled with A,,, _~(see Figure  11 ). Now consider the situation immediately before R is processed. P' is labeled with A,<, Q is labeled with #11, and either L or T is labeled with AO (if L = Q, T is labeled with A,,). ,4~is in the tree rooted at A~, which is disjoint from (and younger than) the tree rooted at AO. Lemma 7.1 then implies that P' and Q must be on the same side of R, which is a contradiction of our initial assumption.
This contradiction establishes Claim 1. Claim 2. Suppose that when a pixel P is processed, with V the pixel immediately above P and TLABEL( V ) = AL, the call FIND(TLABEL( V)) causes the chain Ak, ..., /10 to be collapsed. Then, the labels AL,..., Al will all become dead before a pixel labeled with a temporary label whose root is older than A" is encountered.
Suppose Claim 2 is false. Then some pixel Q, encountered after pixel P, is associated with a temporary label (say A*) that is older than A., and when Q is encountered, some pixel R labeled with A, is still active. By Claim 1, R is to the right of V. Since R is still active when Q is encountered, Q is to the right of P, and R must be to the right of the pixel above Q (see Figure 12 ). Since AO is younger than A*, and pixels P and R are on opposite sides of Q, this is a violation of Lemma 7.1. Claim 2 follows by contradiction. \*Assign a temporary label to image element I. TLABELSETcontains the temporary labels of all BLACK image elements that are 4-adjacent to I. If TLABELSETis empty, then allocate a temporary label and assign it to L Otherwise, determine L_ MINSTAMP,the oldest temporary label, and S_ MAXCOUNT,the surrogate with the most descendants. In this case, first achieve age-balancing and weight-balancing by ensuring that end; return(L); end;
